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GENERAL CONTEXT 

Content 

Treasures of the Smithsonian is an audio-visual sampler of about 150 objects 
from the more than 200 million specimens and artifacts in the Smithsonian 
Institution - of which a small fraction is displayed at 14 museums, where they are 
viewed by 23 million visitors each year. 

The Treasures CD-I disc includes objects from all museums and many fields of 
science, art, and history. Treasures include well-known attractions such as the 
I-lope Diamond and the Spirit of St. Louis, as well as less famous but unique 
objects like the "Swamp Rat" race car and the desk (of his own design) on which 
Thomas Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Independence. In addition, there are 
typical representatives of large collections (e.g., a single stamp out of 12 million in 
the collection, two out of 25,000 fossils, and examples of American, African, and 
East Asian art). 

Overall Design 

The program is designed as a simple, easy-to-use environment in which to browse 
through information about the 150 Treasures. Viewers can look up a single object 
by museum, date, title, or artist; or they can view a group of Treasure by selecting 
one of 30 thematic "tours." 

Each Treasure is presented as an audiovisual sequence, with voice-over 
commentary accompanying high-quality photographs. The commentary, written 
by popular Smithsonian magazine columnist Ted Park, offers a personal, often 
light-hearted overview of the objects. By pausing the presentation, viewers can 
learn more about the object from written notes appearing on the screen. For some 
objects, viewers can also see additional views of the object, turn it around, or learn 
something about how it works from a graphic animation. 

Each Treasure also features a set of key words, which serve as thematic and
 
navigational "links" to other related Treasures. Click on a "link" to see a list of
 
other treasure; click on a treasure, and off you go to that treasure!
 

About a third of the Treasures offer something "More" - an additional
 
opportunity to inspect the object more closely or learn something more about it in
 
a manner involving direct manipulation. For example, you can "walk around"
 
certain sculptures by moving a slider control on the screen; you can scroll over a /
 

close-up view of several paintings; and you can see a graphic animation explaining
 
how the Bell X-1 broke the sound barrier.
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MENU STRUCTURE 

The Treasures program offers several different paths to the same body of Treasure 
presentations: 

How to Use 
f---....,.-----'l.... this Disc 

~ Overture Portal 
(outer menu) 

(2 min.) 
~ --- Sequence 

About theOverall 
Main Hall SmithsonianProgram A-Z(Main Menu) (90 sees)

Flow 

By Person 

Reference IMuseum Map TimelineTours Menus 
Nature(15) 

Applied Arts 
submenus(7) 

Museum Decades 
Fine ArtsTour Start Menus· (23) sUbmenus(4)Frames (13)

(30) 
Technology 

submenus(6) 

~---------.... T R EAS U RES 

When the disc is loaded, the program shows an audio-visual "overture" of images 
accompanied by music (Bach). The music is always the same, but the sequence of 
images changes each time you load the disc. (There are actually six sets of images 
arranged in a fixed order; the program randomly selects one each time.) 

After the overture, you find yourself in an Ou ter Hall, where you can select: 
•	 "About the Smithsonian" (an audio-visual summary of the Institution, its 

history, and collection of 14 museums) 
•	 "How to Use this Disc" (an audio-visual summary of how to select, and 

how to view, the treasures in the program), or 
• Main Hall (the main menu). 

From the Main Hall, you can access Treasures through several paths: by thematic 
tours, present location (museums), timeline (when created), or by category, title, or 
the name of the person most associated with the object. 

The Main Hall looks something like this: 
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r--, 
I IL.. __-1 

DO 

IT] Please make a seleclion. 

The Main Hall offers four primary options: Reference (allowing lookup 
alphabetically, by category, or by an associated person), Tours, Time Table (when 
the object was made) and Museum Map (which museum the object is in). The 
Museum Map looks something like this: 

Museum Map 
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Selecting a meseum brings up a picture of the museum and a scrolling text menu, 
where you can look up an individual Treasure one at a time, or "Select All." 
Afterwards, the program returns you to the menu from which you made the 
selection. 

Tours 

Tours work differently from the other menus. Selecting a tour leads to a brief 
Tour Introduction (one or two sentences of audio over a Tour Intro screen), 
followed by an automatic sequence of 4-9 individual Treasure presentations. A 
Tour Introduction screen looks like this: 

Barn tuRule 

Dinm:aurHall 
Portrnit: I. M. Sin~ 

Moore: King and Queen 
Catlin: ~ Chief 

Benin B:ronze Plaque 
~:V1azIo 

L 

[«[II[»~ 

Note: For more detailed information about the Front-End menu design, consult 
the following documents (Hypercard stacks): 

Front End/SB
 
Map
 
Tour Menus
 
Tour Titles
 
Timeline
 
About...
 
How To...
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TREASURE PRESENTATIONS 

General Description 

Once you arrive at a Treasure presentation, regardless of how you got there, the 
structure of a Treasure presentation is always the same. 

r:;···~12;rr . 

( ~'.~ ') ~ :.: j' '~.:: ':..-.f :: :': . 

i";:'~:.f;:,:~·/W:; .'.: 
.. ,.:. :.' ... 

. '. 

• 

The first Treasure screen fades up from black, and the audio commentary begins, 
If you don't interrupt, the presentation continues, with new images dissolving on 
or superimposed etc., until the end of the Treasure presentation. (At that point, 
the program returns to the menu from which you selected the object, or goes on to 
the next object in the tour,) 

The basic screen format consist of a control area below and a L1YUV image above. 
The control area shows: (a) an optional "More" icon for 25-30% of the Treasures, 
(b) a label showing the name of the Treasure, and (c) a PAUSE icon. 
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During any Treasure presentation, you can interrupt the audio by selecting the 
PAUSE control (once the. control bar is visible). Selecting PAUSE stops the audio 
instantly, and brings up a standard set of controls: 

« ) » 

Starting from the left, RETURN takes you back to the menu from which you came 
to get here. (The next two, LINKS and NOTES, are discussed below.) 

REPEAT (which looks like "rewind") repeats the current Treasure (pictures and 
audio) from the beginning. 

GO ON resumes the presentation at the beginning of the current sentence or 
thought you were hearing when you paused. 

SKIP takes you to whatever is next: the next object on a tour, or back to the menu if 
you are on a single-object selection. 

NOTES brings up a scrolling text field with additional information relating to the 
Treasure: 

... 

.; ~ '~,? ~'. ~.:. 

.... / 

".:" '.~" ,,'< 
.. 

" .,' " 
" .,'. 0° , • 

. .' .. '.~' 
.° ° ••••• 

o :": :' 

.""'. '.,: . 

. :;'~.~:~.' .}),::::::::.? :.~
 

Top Speed 

957 mph (MEtch 1.45) 

Notes: 
Th e H- l's des i9 ne rs p B tt e rn e d its 

profile after a .50 caliber machine gun 
bullet. Its engine deliuers 6,000 
pounds of thrust; at launch, fuel Blone 

) »« 
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You can move the scroll bars to read all the text, which includes systematic details 
about the object (who, what, where, when, how big, materials, etc.) as well as a few 
sentences offering more detail about its significance, design, or history. The Notes 
go away when you select any other icon. 

When you select the LINKS icon, you first see a list of "key words" associated with 
the object. Select one of these words, and you see a list of other Treasures with the 
same association: 

~, . ..,. 

>.'--:..: ;'":'/.:.. ~ 
. : ".:". : ... 

0" 0". • u . 

;>~'.. Select a link Word: 
.::..::.::.~ :::::::::::::::::::::~···· ..····························~o·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;;~/:·:::·::1[j.~.~.~.~.; 

:\'.~ ~:: • 'ft.t1Jj,I' 

·.~··.~··,·· · ··..·~O· ..·..· ·..·..· ··..··· '.:.. ':~
;.:;.:.:, tf:~ 
....: : .Ih.~.D. ..9.9..J.9. ~...Ir.~.~J.!J.r~.; ~J1Jt~~ 
;';',. Franklin's Cane $£. ' , (v 

.. ~.,..: Po rtra it: Lin col n m:: 

{7 . 

:.:.; . 

.',' .. ' 

~ 

»)« 
...................... Jefferson's Desk 

II you select one of these Treasure names, you leave the current Treasure and go to 
the new one. In this way, you can pursue what interests you freely, without 
having to return to any of the more structured menus. (And since "key words" 
work in both directions, you can always find your way back. The program does not 
keep track of all your comings and goings.) 

Notice that while the Notes and Links are displayed, a portion of the original 
screen remains visible, to preserve your sense of context. Selecting GO ON hides 
the Notes or Links information and picks up the presentation with the thought or 
sentence you interrupted. 
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Primary Screen Format
 

The basic screen format for all Treasures is as follows:
 

Primary Screen Format 

20 
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The upper area is usually a single L\YUV image. At 384 x 240 pixels, the image 
occupies 92K and can theoretically be loaded from disc in about one-half second. 
Variations and exceptions include smaller pictures (L\YUV or CLUT) 
superimposed over a picture in the other plane, or framed by a medium gray color. 

The control area colors are: 
Background: effect of brown-gray marble. 
Nameplate: flat tan or taupe color. 
Pause & Special icons: white icons on gray buttons. 

The TreasureName is displayed as a double-horizontal-resolution font (ATOP), 
in white over the tan nameplate. 
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Presentation Controls 

The Presentation Controls are the most important user-control feature in the 
program. 

The control icons are kept in memory at all times, so that when a viewer selects 
PAUSE, the controls appear immediately: 

Presentation Contro13 44 I ... Iml ~ « ) » 35 
1 

Return Links Notes Repeat Go On Skip 

Icon States. All icons (including PAUSE and SPECIAL on the main screen) will 
have three states: 

• Normal 
• Pointed (Cursor Over) 
• Selected 

The Pointed and Selected states include the name of function (not visible in 
Normal state). For example, if you move the cursor over the Repeat function, it 
undergoes a color change and also displays its name: 

Exa mpl e of i co n 1:,',::',0:,:,::,:,:,:.:.1
in Poi nted state ~W~ p. ~·~f 

Memory/Storage. Precise design of icon formats & behaviors awaits graphic 
design, but allowing up to 40 x 50 pixels and 4 states each, an icon will occupy up to 
SK, the set of 6 up to SOK. 

Cursor States. The cursor has four states: 

• Normal (input accepted) 
• Wait (input inhibited until some process is completed) 
• Link word pointed (cursor over link in Link menu). 
• Tour pointed (cursor over a tour "poster") 
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"Notes" 

When you select the NOTES icon from the presentations controls, the icon 
remains in Selected state until you exit the Notes. (You can exit by selecting the 
the NOTES icon again, or any other icon.) 

~~~~~:e---" 1~~~;~~{ni~:1"'4---Q,
 
for a Treasure scroll graphic 

When the Notes function is invoked, the Notes text (an ASCII file) is written to an 
offscreen drawmap (using a font) and joined with the generic "scroll" graphic used 
for all Treasures. The resulting graphic is placed in whichever plane is not 
currently being used in the interrupted Treasure presentation, so that the current 
picture can remain on the screen while the Notes appear in front of it. The 
program calculates the length of the drawmap from the size of the text file. 

Text Display Formats. The Notes field converts the ASCII text file into a drawmap 
using the ATOP-24 font. Headings appear in a different color from the 
information below them, and we see a few pixels more space ("leading") between 
topics than within the text of a topic: 

~:':.~:':.' ".!},::,;::::.\ .}
 

Treasure 
Bell H-l 

Category 
Technology/Flight 

Made by 
Bell Aircra ft Corpo ratio n 

When 
1947 

• A' '.,: • 

'" .,' ,
<10." . .0,' 
" .,. . .... 
• " 0°· •••• 

. :": :".. .. 
/" :' : : 

.' .,. 
, .. ' .... 
••••• 0 

... 
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"Links" 

Like the Notes, the Links do not change during the course of a Treasure 
presentation. There is one set of Links, and they are accessible anytime a Treasure 
has begun. 

Also like the Notes, the Link key words are stored as ASCII text for each Treasure 
and joined with a generic Links graphic, which appears with a similar animated 
effect. (Note that you can select Links while Notes are displayed, and vice versa, so 
the effects have to work with each other as well as with the Treasure picture.) 

When the list of key words appears, no Links are shown: 

.........s.gJ~It.~ ~.!.D..~ W.9..r.Q.; .
 

..... Oflnger 0 ........
 
Heroes 

F 
..... Speed 0······· 

As you move the cursor over each entry, its state changes to Pointed. When you 
"click" on it, the state changes to Selected, and the prompt and list of associated 
Treasures appears (actually side by side, not one on top of the other as here): 

• '. . n ••.•••• u •••••• u . 

<'.:'.: Select a Link Word: .',"':'.'. 

;.~ ::::::::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::: :;y::;:; 
;~':.~-:,....................... . I' 'l.t/~·'i
 
:.: .. ' r~ -':J/ilt,

·.:··.:··,; · · ~O·..·..· · ··· ·..· "':"':'~
 

. td':":J<:i<::i
;.:~.~'.: ~:@ 

....: : .ID.gD g9..J.9...Jl..Ir.g!J.~.~.r..~.; ~jl~!i~
 
;';' Franklin's [flne ~ ' ~ (~ ~
 
.. ~.,..:, Portrait: lincoln p...................................... »: " .
 

...................... Jefferson's Oesk 0 .
 

There will be up to 7 key words associated with any Treasure, and each key word 
will have !!l2 to 32 branches to associated Treasures. Ideally, all branching routes 
for all associations would be stored in one file kept in memory (with a filter to 
remove the current Treasure), so that these Links would be generated on the spot. 
Failing that, we will have to store separate lists for each key word of every 
Treasure. 
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"MORE" PRESENTATIONS (TOYS) 

For about 25-30% of the Treasures, the main presentation format includes a 
"More" prompt in the lower left corner: 

. 

This indicates the availability of a special presentation, which allows you to learn 
something more about the object or view it in greater detail. For example, 
selecting the asterisk for the Bell X-I leads to a graphic animation showing the 
airi10w patterns created by the X-I as it raced up to and past Mach I, the speed of 
sound: 

To break the sound barrier, move the slider. 

In this example, moving the slider control increases the represented speed and 
changes the sound effects. 

The varieties of "toy" types, and the treasures that will feature such "toy" 
presentations, are described in a separate document 




